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Hammer Museum Presents Joan Didion: What She Means
October 11, 2022 - January 22, 2023
Curated by Hilton Als

(Los Angeles, CA)— The Hammer Museum at UCLA presents Joan Didion: What She Means, an
exhibition as portrait of the author Joan Didion organized by Hilton Als—writer, curator, and critically
acclaimed New Yorker contributor—in collaboration with Hammer chief curator Connie Butler and
curatorial assistant Ikechukwu Onyewuenyi. Joan Didion: What She Means features roughly 60 artists
including Vija Celmins, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Maren Hassinger, Silke Otto-Knapp, John Koch, Jorge
Pardo, Noah Purifoy, Ed Ruscha, Betye Saar, Pat Steir, and many others. Over 200 works will be
presented, including paintings, photography, sculpture, video, film footage, manuscripts, and other
ephemera. The exhibition will be on view from October 11, 2022 to January 22, 2023.
Opening less than a year after her death at age 87, Joan Didion: What She Means was first planned in
2019, with Didion’s blessing. The exhibition grapples with the evolution of Didion’s singular voice as a
writer, observer of place and family, and chronicler of our times. Prior to Joan Didion: What She Means,
Als had previously organized similar portrait exhibitions inspired by writers James Baldwin (2019) and
Toni Morrison (2022), both at David Zwirner Gallery in New York. This will be his first such exhibition in
Los Angeles.
Director of the Hammer Museum Ann Philbin notes, “Joan Didion: What She Means is both a beautiful
tribute and a moving portrait of the brilliant writer. Hilton Als approached us with the idea, which was
born out of his long engagement with Joan Didion’s writing as well as his personal relationship with
her. They were in dialogue before Joan’s passing in 2021, and she was enthusiastic and trusting of
Hilton’s curatorial approach.”
Als imparts, “Processing Joan Didion’s life and works by following connective threads between words,
art, and objects was an affirming experience. It’s a real pleasure to observe a beloved writer and her
works, noticing new details and appreciating again the genius of Joan.”
The exhibition closely follows Didion’s life according to the places she called home and is laid out in
chronological chapters:
•
•
•
•

Holy Water: Sacramento, Berkeley (1934–1956)
Goodbye to All That: New York (1956–1963)
The White Album: California, Hawai‘i (1964–1988)
Sentimental Journeys: New York, Miami, San Salvador (1988–2021)

Image captions (L-R): Vija Celmins, Untitled (Double Desert), 1974. Graphite on paper. 12 5/8 × 24 1/8 in. (32.1 × 61.3 cm). Collection of Mary Patricia Anderson
Pence. Photo: Ian Reeves; John Koch, Portrait of Dora in Interior, 1957. Oil on linen. 14 × 16 in. (35.6 × 40.6 cm). Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.
Katherine Schmidt Shubert Bequest. © John Koch (1909-1978). Digital image © Whitney Museum of American Art / Licensed by Scala/ Art Resource, NY; Noah
Purifoy, Watts Uprising Remains, ca. 1965-66. Found-object assemblage. 24 x 24 x 6 in. (61 x 61 x 15.2 cm). Private Collection. Photo: Karl Puchlik.

Born in Sacramento in 1934, Didion graduated with a degree in English from the University of California,
Berkeley, in 1956. The first section of the exhibition, “Holy Water: Sacramento, Berkeley (1934–1956),”
begins with Didion’s history—including family artifacts and maps of Sacramento—and juxtaposes art that
underlines ideas about fluidity, water, and movement with the arid landscape and blinding sun of
California’s central valley. Pat Steir’s painting Water Fall (1981) and Maren Hassinger’s sculpture River
(1972/2011) cohabitate with Vija Celmins‘s meditative drawing Untitled (Double Desert) and Chiura
Obata’s intimate prints capturing the light and solitude of the dry valley, the contested landscape of the
Japanese internment in California. A moving image of the first close-up of John Wayne, who had a
formidable influence on Didion, from John Ford’s classic 1939 Western film Stagecoach, is also included
in this section as well as an early painting by Sacramento-born Wayne Thiebaud.
Shortly after graduating from Berkeley, Didion moved to New York having won Vogue’s twenty-first Prix
de Paris, a contest sponsored by the magazine that enabled the young writer to work as a copy writer
and junior editor. “Goodbye to All That: New York (1956–1963)” tracks Didion’s formative early years as
a writer experiencing New York for the first time. Didion began to find her voice while working at
magazines and in 1963 she published her first novel, Run River. This section includes copies of Vogue
that feature Didion’s movie reviews and personal essays. Works by a number of “New York School”
photographers, including Diane Arbus, Garry Winogrand, Richard Avedon, and Irving Penn, are
contrasted with paintings by Silke Otto Knapp and Andy Warhol, along with the lesser-known artist
John Koch—whose paintings encapsulate both the old New York that Didion encountered when she
arrived in 1956 and the post-Eisenhower culture that inexorably changed it. A luminous painting by Helen
Lundeberg of her studio intimates Didion’s reverence for the Californian light, as expressed through her
writing, and her longing for this light while living in New York City.
By the mid-1960s Didion moved back to California, this time settling in Los Angeles with her husband
John Gregory Dunne. The couple had married in 1964. “The White Album: California, Hawai‘i (1964–1988)”
covers this long period of social and political awakening for Didion. California was on the brink of great
social changes because of racial and sexual politics, the changing movie studio system, and the
emergence of the writer in society as a political figure. The Didion-Dunnes, as they were often referred
to, wrote a number of screenplays, including The Panic in Needle Park (1971) and the second remake of
A Star is Born (1976). While in Los Angeles, Didion published her groundbreaking collections: Slouching
Towards Bethlehem (1968), The White Album (1979), her classic “Hollywood” novel, Play It As It Lays
(1970), and what Als believes to be her strongest, most evocative novel, A Book of Common Prayer (1977).
During this time, Didion also published book-length essays on El Salvador (1983) and Miami (1987). And
even without an entire book dedicated to Didion’s self-professed “eccentric amount of time [spent] in
Honolulu,” her sojourns to the Royal Hawaiian Hotel were foundational to how she imaged American
culture in words. All of these literary threads are represented in the exhibition with first edition copies,
original manuscripts, and historical photographs that bear the notes of the writer’s thinking and process.
This section also includes works by Noah Purifoy, Ed Ruscha, and Betye Saar—whose assemblage
sculpture View from the Palmist Window (1966) is part of a group of works on the occult and alternative
consciousness movement so prevalent in California during these years following the Manson murders and
violent events at Altamont Speedway Free Festival in 1969.
In 1988 Didion moved back to New York with her husband; their daughter, Quintana Roo, had settled in
town some time before. On her return, Didion began to write about life in the city for the New York Review
of Books, including her devastating report on the Central Park Five. The works seen in this final section
of the show, called “Sentimental Journeys: New York, Miami, San Salvador (1988–2021),” further
illuminate Didion’s exceptional view not only of Manhattan, but of Latin America. Dominique Nabokov’s
large black-and-white photograph (and cover of After Henry, Didion’s 1992 book of essays) of a distant
jogger in Central Park is paired with Frederick Olmsted’s plans for the park. This section also includes
Ana Mendieta’s Untitled (from the Sileuta Series) (1976), nine color chromogenic prints that show a
body’s imprint in sand, which disappears as the sand shifts beneath the waves or is filled further with
water. In 2003 Didion’s husband died, and her daughter tragically passed in 2005. There are two resulting
books from these experiences: The Year of Magical Thinking (2005), one of the most profoundly riveting
and moving accounts of grief in contemporary literature, and Blue Nights (2011), which was later adapted

for the stage. After publishing the latter, Didion was more or less retired and remained in New York until
her death in December 2021.
CATALOGUE
Joan Didion: What She Means will be accompanied by an illustrated catalogue published by the Hammer
Museum and Prestel/DelMonico. The catalogue will follow the four chapters that frame the exhibition.
These chapters are fleshed out in the publication with archival ephemera, three little-known essays by
Joan Didion anthologized together for the first time, and images many of the exhibited artworks
alongside a new essay by curator and writer Hilton Als.
PUBLIC PROGRAMS
The exhibition will be accompanied by a range of public programs that amplify the work and life of
Joan Didion, including a film series that explores Didion’s role as a screenwriter, fiction novelist, and
essayists working through the evolution of media reportage in 1960s and 1970s. Screenings will include
the films for which Didion was screenwriter, but also classics by John Ford and documentaries by the
Maysles brothers.
CREDITS
Joan Didion: What She Means is organized by Hilton Als in collaboration with Connie Butler, chief
curator, and Ikechukwu Onyewuenyi, curatorial assistant.
Joan Didion: What She Means is made possible by lead funding from Cindy Miscikowski. Major support is
provided by the Walske Charitable Foundation. Generous funding is also provided by Agnes Gund, Bill
Hair, Amara and Alexander Hastings, Maurice Marciano Family Foundation, and Susan Bay Nimoy and
Leonard Nimoy, with additional support from Dana Delany, LLWW Foundation, Carla Emil and Rich
Silverstein, and Lee Ramer.
ABOUT HILTON ALS
Hilton Als is a writer and critic who has contributed to the New Yorker since 1989, becoming a staff
writer at the magazine in 1996, a theater critic in 2002, and chief theater critic in 2013. Before joining
the New Yorker, Als was a staff writer for the Village Voice and an editor at large at Vibe. He is the
author of The Women (Noonday, 1996)—a meditation on gender, race, and personal identity—and
White Girls (McSweeney’s, 2013), a collection of essays, which was a finalist for the National Book
Critics Circle Award and the winner of the Lambda Literary Award in 2014. He has received many other
awards and honors, including the Pulitzer Prize for criticism (2017), Lambda Literary’s Trustee Award for
Excellence in Literature (2016), the George Jean Nathan Award for Dramatic Criticism (2002–3), a
Guggenheim for Creative Writing (2000), and first prizes in both Magazine Critique/Review and
Magazine Arts and Entertainment from the New York Association of Black Journalists (1997). His
curatorial projects include Alice Neel, Uptown (David Zwirner, New York, 2017), selected by three
of Artforum’s critics as one of the ten best shows of the year; Desdemona for Celia by Hilton (with Celia
Paul, Gallery Met, New York, 2015); Self-Consciousness (with Peter Doig, Veneklasen/Werner, Berlin,
2010); and Cold Water, an exhibition of paintings, drawings, and videos by performers (with Justin
Bond, La MaMa Gallery, New York, 2009). Als is an associate professor of writing at Columbia
University’s School of the Arts and teaching professor at University of California at Berkeley. He has
also taught at Yale University, Wesleyan University, and Smith College.
ABOUT THE HAMMER MUSEUM
The Hammer Museum is part of the School of the Arts and Architecture at UCLA, and offers exhibitions
and collections that span classic to contemporary art. It holds more than 50,000 works in its collection,
including one of the finest collections of works on paper in the nation, the Grunwald Center for the
Graphic Arts. Through a wide-ranging, international exhibition program and the biennial, Made in L.A.,
the Hammer highlights contemporary art since the 1960s, especially the work of emerging and under
recognized artists. The exhibitions, permanent collections, and nearly 300 public programs annually—
including film screenings, lectures, symposia, readings, music performances, and workshops for
families—are all free to the public.

HAMMER MUSEUM INFORMATION
Admission to all exhibitions and programs at the Hammer Museum is free. Tuesday-Sunday: 11am to
6pm. Hammer Museum, 10899 Wilshire Boulevard at Westwood, Los Angeles. Onsite parking $7
(maximum 3 hours) or $7 flat rate after 6 p.m. Visit hammer.ucla.edu for details or call 310-443-7000.

